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See trends, outliers and anomalies with
Mobile Performance Visualization and
customize your reporting with additional
data ﬁelds using Data Extender.
ENHANCE REPORTING CAPABILITIES WITH DYNAMIC, EASY-TO-USE VISUAL
REPRESENTATIONS AND MORE ROBUST PATIENT ENCOUNTER DATA.

With EPSi Mobile Performance Visualization (MPV), you can equip
decision-makers with accurate, real-time information in actual care
settings vs. an after-the-fact internal meeting or distributed report.
MPV makes reporting simple and intuitive so you save money and
time, while enabling better decision-making.
MPV gives you dashboard-level reporting without the need for an
expensive third-party business intelligence tool or a specialty tool
custom-built by IT.
• Dashboard: View your completed EPSi reports on various devices,
in real-time. Your dashboard is delivered at the same time as
your cube report.
• Build-it-once compatibility: MPV resides on top of your existing
EPSi reports.
• Down to the details reporting: Contains full drill-down
capabilities.

Turn reliable data into
easy-to-share insights.
Manipulate data in real time to
visually enhance any meeting. Build
your dashboard, then use MPV to
find and analyze outliers using
dynamic, intuitive graphs and not
just ﬂat reports. Share Service Line
profitability reports or Departmental
ﬂex variance reports with stakeholders using highly engaging and
customizable charts to tell your
organization’s financial story so you
can make well-informed decisions,
control costs, restructure contracts
and get the revenue that you need.

Get the full picture.
Mobile Performance
Visualization is just part
of an overall solution
needed to reduce costs,
maximize margins and
improve care. The pressure
on your organization to
handle changing market
conditions is too great to
trust tools that only give
you superficial insights.
Get the most robust
solutions available, from
the most trusted provider
in the industry.

Get clarity. Go deep.
Healthcare delivery
systems face increasingly
complex demands on their
financial organizations.
The pressure is on to win
while meeting new market
requirements, from bundled
payments, accountable care
organizations and valuebased care, to population
health, increasing labor
costs and the need to
integrate across product
lines. In today’s market,
a hospital’s financial,
operational and clinical
leaders need to incorporate,
analyze and utilize data
to drive the organizational
transformation required
to succeed.

Integrate MPV with existing EPSi solutions.
MPV is fully compatible with existing EPSi cubes and can be used with your
existing EPSi cube reports to add dynamic and visually appealing graphics
that highlight financial, operational and clinical data trends. With MPV, you
will never miss an opportunity to improve your bottom line.

Drill-down capabilities:
We know that recognizing anomalies in data is only part of your job, so we’ve
designed Mobile Performance Visualization with drill-down functionality to
follow up on outlying variables. Discover essential insights by diving deep
into past and predictive financial statements, product line reports, cost of
procedures and more.

Familiar cube manipulation methods:
EPSi’s Mobile Performance Visualization is powerful, but designed to be simple
and intuitive. If you are familiar with Microsoft Excel, you’ll be producing
visually impactful reports within minutes or enjoy a customized training
demo from one of our expert customer service representatives.

Completely custom reports:
We know that your needs are unique because your organization is unique.
Use the graphs and charts centered around your unique initiatives, priorities
and patient needs. With Mobile Performance Visualization, you can easily
visualize and analyze the data you need to recommend operational changes.

See while you build.
EPSi Mobile Performance Visualization’s WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You
Get) editor takes the guesswork out of manipulating graphic displays to get
just the right view or layout. See exactly what your screen and print output
will look like as you make the report.

Get the power to add more data fields.
With Data Extender, you can add up to 700 data fields to any patient record,
allowing you to integrate more robust patient encounter data. This gives you
visibility across the entire continuum of care, allowing you to add to existing
records and sync with additional data sources.
Unlike other solutions that have a fixed
number of fields that severely limit your
ability to understand, track and act on
patient data being gathered throughout
your organization, Data Extender takes
you from simple, fixed reports to reports
that are simply extraordinary.
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